
Are you sharp enough to  
choose the right pattern?

Working With Damasteel®
 for the first time?

Each knife maker and customer have their own ways 
and favorites regarding sizes and patterns. This is our 
own preference and nothing else. You must judge  
for yourself which pattern suits your application or 
design best. Our preferences comes from our view 
that a more detailed pattern suits a smaller knife and 

that respectively a larger pattern suits a larger knife.  
Of course this is up to the designer or maker. Also 
some of the pattern we believe are more suited for 
deep bevel grinds and we find this particular true  
for the twisted patterns. 

suitable pattern
blade size bevel grind

smaller  
sized pieces

medium  
sized pieces

larger  
pieces

hollow  
small

hollow  
large

flat  
small 

flat  
large

Hymer™ x x x x

Ægir™ x x x x x x

Bifrost™ x x x x x x x

Draupner™ x x x x x x

Thor™ x x x x x x x

Gysinge™ x x x x

Hugin™ x x x x

Odin Heim™ x x x x x x x

Vinland™ x x x x x x

Dense Twist™ x x x x x x x

Rose x x x x x

Odins Eye™ x x x x x

Grosserosen x x x x x

Hakkapella™ x x x x x

Heimskringla™ x x x x x

Ladder x x x x x x x

Munin™ x x x x

Björkmans Twist™ x x Less curves  
in pattern x x x x

RWL 34™ Steel x x x x x x x

blade size
Small: width up to 25 mm or 1" (length up to 75 mm or 3"). Medium: width 
from 25 mm or 1" to 38 mm or 1 ½" (length from 75 mm or 3" to 150 mm  
or 6"). Large: width over 38 mm or 1 ½" (length over 150 mm or 6").

bevel grind 
Small: 1/3 of the blade width. Large: more than ½ the blade width.

Any doubts with extremes, you can always ask us!
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DS93X™ Bifrost™
An allround pattern suitable for 
any application. Named after the 
rainbow bridge in Norse mythology 
separating the Gods in Asgard 
from men in Midgard.

DS93X™ Vinland™
Beautiful on kitchen knives, 
medium sized knives and jewelries. 
A random pattern and a popular 
favorite by many. The first Viking 
to set foot in North America called 
the land Vinland. 

DS93X™ Dense Twist™
Suitable for any application. Will  
develop very nice star pattern on  
the back of the blade. Comes with  
a proud heritage from gun barrels. 

DS93X™ Draupner™
Suitable for medium sized and 
larger pieces. A special favorite for 
large blades typical a chef knife. 
Named after a gold ring possessed 
by the God Odin.

DS93X™ Grosserosen
A traditional pattern that looks 
really nice on medium sized and 
larger pieces. The beautiful pattern 
makes you think of large lush roses.

DS93X™ Thor™
An allround and very lively  
pattern. A perfect choice for  
a larger folder. Our 20th  
anniversary pattern.  
Named after the God Thor.

DS93X™ Hakkapella™
Suitable for small to medium sized 
pieces. Symmetrical pattern with  
many possibilities. Named after 
famous Finnish tracks.

DS93X™ Gysinge™
Suitable for small to medium sized 
pieces. The pattern is surface  
intense and the effect will be 
strongest with a small bevel. 
Named after the village Gysinge. 

DS93X™ Rose
Suitable for small to medium sized 
pieces. Gives a neat effect when  
grinding a bevel. One of our bestsellers. 
The pattern looks like plenty of tiny 
roses with dew drops.

DS93X™ Odin Heim™
An allround pattern suitable for 
any application. Takes a deep  
grind very good and has a lot  
of movements in the pattern.  
Named after our forge.

DS93X™ Odins Eye™
Suitable for medium and larger sized 
pieces. Tradition makes this pattern 
stand out. Looks good on a dagger. 
Named after the God Odin who 
placed one of his eyes in the well  
of wisdom. 

DS93X™ Hugin™
Suitable for smaller pieces.  
A classical style symmetrical  
pattern looks good on a small 
folder. Named after one of  
the God Odin’s two ravens. 

DAMASTEEL® RWL34™ 
MARTENSITIC  STEEL
Our non-patterned steel.  
The best choice for any size of blade.

DS93X™ Munin™
Suitable for smaller sized pieces. 
The textile look stands out in  
the crowd. Named after one of  
the God Odin’s two ravens.

DS93X™ Heimskringla™
Suitable for any sizes but benefits 
from a large bevel. The deep grind 
brings out the magic in pattern.  
A given favorite. The Icelandic 
name for Empire. 

DS93X™ Ægir™
Suitable for small to large sized 
knives and similar applications.
Ægir™ was a frost giant who 
owned a large ale kettle and were 
often hosting parties for the Gods.

DS93X™ Björkmans Twist™
An allround, very special pattern 
suitable for any application. Natural 
grain look. Not one piece is identical 
the other. Named after a Swedish 
bladesmith who wanted a more 
intense Dense Twist™.

DS93X™ Hymer™
Suitable for small to medium  
sized knives and applications.
Named after the giant who often 
went fishing with the God Thor.
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DS93X™ Ladder
An allround pattern that looks 
good in most conditions and  
especially on medium sized pieces. 
A classic choice for an artisan 
knife. Named after the traditional 
pattern Muhammad’s ladder.


